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Location : Taiwan
Site situation
Now an unused space it is becoming an
unfriendly space for people who live in the city.
We chose this piece of unused infrastructure
because of its central location to create our
friendly second surface. This surface will mend
the urban fabric and provide low-cost housing,
while creating a healthier environment in the
city.
The site is location in the Yonghe District.
Yonghe District is an inner city district in the
southern part of New Taipei, Taiwan. Yonghe
District is the smallest district in New Taipei City.
Before the city was merged with New Taipei and
became a district, it had the highest population
density in Taiwan and second in the world (after
Manila in the Philippines), with over 41,300
people per square km. Wayaogou has a length
of 4.7 km. It divides the Yonghe and Zhonghe
Districts. Its cross the city. In the 1960s, this
river was used as a form of public transportation
and was the center of commerce. However, as
urban patterns changed, the river fell into disuse
and became a burden on the city.

Currently housing is real estate, we can not move it
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easily. The house prices increase every year while
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wages mostly remain the same. But the salary is still
the same.
As families grow, they cannot afford to move to the
new house. Their houses continually get smaller
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and smaller.
We are thinking about the moving house. Instead of
moving from house to house as costs increase in
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area, houses can move from place to place to keep
their rent low.

People have more control over their lives if they can
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keep their house.

Design solution
In urban areas throughout the world there are pieces of infrastructure that are no longer used.
The most obtrusive of these is the river and canal. These were once used for transportation and irrigation, providing nearby residents access to clean water. It was a centerv for commerce and social interaction. Now most canals exist as an unsightly gash in the urban fabric.
This project proposes the use of a “friendly” second surface to rivers and canals. Its modularity
allows it to be used for both small scale interventions and large scale redevelopment. This new surface
can grow and adapt to the needs of the surrounding community. The floating community can move
around based on large scale social and economic pressures. Meanwhile, the units themselves can
grow and shrink as the needs of families and individuals change. Some modules will mend the urban
fabric by creating new linkages through public walkways and parks while others will create private
communities for residents.

transport moisture,
sunlight,
air purification

The design started with the concept of a basic
building block that could be agregarted over a
site. The rectangular plan only allowed 4 horizontal connections. The shape was changed to a hex-

Plant Cell

agonal one which allowed 6 horizontal connec-

can paved to a plane
Least material to create maximum space.
Firm, rigid frame.
Flexible Pattern, Rigid Structure

tions. The shape was edited further into allow a
total of 6 unique connections in section. This
system allows a total of 12 different directions in
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which the system can be combined.

With 6 different horizontal connections, the
system can be easily arranged to fit the needs of
users and allow for easy customization.

basic unit

allow more connections

more energy efficient

The angles roof angles allow for natural light the
enter from many different angles and the solar

solar power

ventilation

water cleaning

power

Single unit is owned
individually

Shared rooms are leased
by neighboors

Outdoor areas are shared
by the communitiy

Roof is accessable by
everyone

plants

The basic unit has four different types for the needs along the river.
They also take a different form when the river is flooded.

There are a lot of traditional market at the beginnning of the river.
So, at the start of the river we design the unit for FARM. People can

FARM - upstream

rent a farm unit and grow some food. The floating farms are always
in contact with water and naturally clean the water as it passes by.

The middle of the river has more green area than others, and is
more quiet than others. This area we designated for HOUSING.
There are three kinds of housing units, single unit, family unit and

HOUSING - midstream

studio unit. When the river is low the roofs of houses can be occupied. When the river is high houses can easily be entered at the
street level.

The middle of the river also has BRIDGES for people to cross the
river easily. Its becomes a open space, people can walk on it.
Pedestrian brides remain unchanged with the water levels to allow

PUBLIC SPACE - midstream

ease of access in any conditions.

The end of the river is near the city. Where there are a lot of people.
We created a series of PARKS as a friendly second surface for the
people in the city. They can do a lot of activities. When water level
is low the roof gardens become habitable parks. During a typhoon
the roof gardens raise to create shelter from the storm.

STORM REFUGE SPACE - downstream

The modular system allows easy constrcu-

BASIC MODULE COSTS

tion prefabrication of the unique.
Prize

roof (�)

US.���
US.���
US.��
US.���
US.���
US.���
US.���
US.���

water cleaning system
roof garden
door
window (*2)
bedroom furnitures
living room furnitures
studio furnitures
stair

US.���

Prefab connection joints (��)
double skin (�)

US.���

HSS steel tube (�)

US.���

dry wall (�)
waterproof membrane (�)
metal siding (�)

COSTS PER UNIT TYPE
single

shared

studio

living room connection

US.����

US.����

US.����

US.����

US.����

NOW --- Yonghe house price US.2000 per square meter

floor diaphragm (�)

US.���

floor joists

US.���

HSS steel tube (��)
floating base (�)

totally

US.���
US.���

US.300 per square meter

Business plan
The design has three kinds of units. A person can rent the single unit first and chose a part of river
that you want to live in. After they earn enough money, they can buy the unit and keep it own.
People can also rent a FARM unit. They can work the farm to earn some money, and send to the
traditional market or sell by them self. After they earn they money, they can buy the farm unit to be
there own career.
If people become a family they can move their unit together. Then, they can buy a LIVING ROOM
unit. The living room unit has a living room and a kitchen. Two single units and one living room can be
easily arranged together to make a family unit.

